Suggested Curriculum
for the Cadastre Section of the Higher School of Public Work.

(Submitted on July 30, 1956 by the then Director General of Cadastre Mr. Trần-van-Ngọc)

1. **Current situation**

   - Urgent need for technicians and engineers.

   The future is still darker since by 1966 all the now operating technicians will reach their retirement-age, and on the other hand students now entered at the Public Works School are not in sufficient number.

   - The current curriculum at the unique Higher School of Public Work is the same for Public Work, Cadastre and Geography. Graduated prefer Public Works as they are permitted to choose their career.

2. **Suggestions**

   - A separate section of Cadastre Engineers would be opened at the Higher School of Public Work.

   - Establishing a rapid-training course for student of 1st and 2nd year.

   Included as annex is the projected new curriculum.
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